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Abstract: We propose and implement a method to determine the absolute density profile of a
gas jet producing high-order harmonics. By measuring the transverse profile of the fluorescence
emitted by the plasma, we retrieve the local density in the gas jet. We use this technique during
the optimization of the high-harmonics of 515 nm, 10 µJ, 130 fs pulses at 500 kHz and find that
we can generate in absorption-limited conditions.
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1. Introduction

The thickness of non-linear crystals is a crucial parameter in optical harmonic generation. It
determines the conversion efficiency, through a trade-off between the increase of generation
volume and the phase matching conditions. High-order harmonic generation (HHG) is an
extremely non-linear process, in which the non-linear medium is generally a gas [1, 2]. HHG
occurs when atoms or molecules interact with an intense laser pulse (few 1013 − 1014 W/cm2). On
the microscopic scale, the laser field ionizes the atom/molecule, accelerates the freed electrons
and drives them back to recombine with their parent ion, resulting in the emission of extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) radiation [3–5]. On the macroscopic scale, the build-up of the XUV emission is
efficient only if the atomic emitters radiate in phase [6,7]. This phase-matching constraint, which
is conceptually similar to the one encountered in non-linear optical crystals, has few specificities.
Phase-matching in HHG is achieved when the generated XUV remains in phase with the

fundamental field throughout the generating medium. The first factor that influences this phase
matching is the medium dispersion between the visible and XUV. Two terms actually play a
role: the dispersion by the neutral gas and by the ionized electrons. Both are proportional to the
medium density and length, and the latter strongly depends on the laser intensity. The second
important factor for phase matching is related to the geometry of the interaction where the spatial
phase associated to the focusing of the fundamental laser, known as the Gouy phase, becomes
particularly important in the tight focusing configuration. The last contribution to phase matching
is the so-called atomic dipole phase, which is intrinsic to the HHG mechanism and depends on
the laser intensity and the spatial profile.
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In the low ionization regime, under a critical ionization rate, phase matching is achieved by
tuning the gas density in such way that the positive dispersion phase mismatch compensates the
negative geometrical and atomic dipole phase mismatches. Under these conditions, the XUV
emission scales as the squared number of emitters, i.e. as the squared density. However as the
density increases, the reabsorption of the generated harmonics by the medium starts to play a
role and limits the output XUV flux. The optimal generating conditions, balancing coherence
and absorption, are typically reached when the coherence length lcoh , the absorption length labs
and the medium length lmed fulfill lcoh > 5labs and lmed > 3labs [7]. Since all these parameters
are influenced by the medium density and length, it becomes essential to control and monitor
them precisely.
This need becomes even more critical when HHG is performed with high repetition rate

lasers [8]. For instance, fiber lasers have great advantages in terms of flux, stability and spatial
mode, but their low energy per pulse (few tens of µJ) imposes a tight focusing to reach the
∼ 1013 − 1014 W/cm2 intensity range. This tight focusing configuration increases the geometrical
phase mismatch, considerably reducing the coherence length. Recent investigations [9, 10] have
demonstrated that efficient HHG could nevertheless still be achieved if the generating medium
parameters (length, density, ...) were properly scaled. If the waist at the focus is reduced by a
scaling factor s by increasing the numerical aperture NA = w1/ f (w1 is the beam waist before
focusing and f the focal length), the medium length should be shorten by s−2 and the density
increased by s2 in order to keep the same HHG efficiency.

With these considerations, several works reported on the generation of XUV light with a high
conversion efficiency when driving HHG using µJ-level pulses [9–17]. The quadratic dependence
of the medium length and density on the scaling factor underlines the sensitivity of the HHG
yield to these parameters. Various techniques have been developed to measure the length and the
density of a gas jet: interferometric measurements using a Mach-Zender interferometer [18–21],
fluorescence [22], XUV absorption [23], ionization measurements [24, 25] and frequency-comb
spectroscopy [26]. Most of these techniques require important additional and costly equipment to
measure the proprieties of the jet : additional laser beams, XUV radiation or charged-particle
spectrometers. Furthermore the most common technique – interferometry – is not very precise for
thin gas jets where the phase shifts are induced only on a short length and need high density to be
measurable. These methods are thus in practice not implemented in parallel to HHG experiments.
The fast growing of reliable, cost effective and flexible high repetition rate Yb:based laser drivers
paves the road to high flux stable and agile HHG secondary sources requiring a simple and
accurate device to determine routinely the best condition of generation for some given optical
parameter. Therefore, we present in this paper a simple technique to characterize both the density
and the medium length for optimal and reproducible high harmonic generation.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is described in Fig. 1. We used the BlastBeat femtosecond laser system at
CELIA, which consists of a two synchronized 50 W Yb-doped fiber lasers (Tangerine, Amplitude
Systemes [27]) delivering 130 fs pulses centered at 1030 nm, at a repetition rate which can be
continously tuned between 166 kHz and 2 MHz. For this study we used a single arm, set at 20
W average power and 500 kHz repetition rate. The laser pulses were frequency doubled in a 1
mm thick type I BBO crystal, producing a 5 W at 515 nm with 10 µJ per pulse. The beam was
expanded by a × 2.66 telescope and focused with a f =25 cm lens in an argon gas jet inside a
vacuum chamber. The FWHM of the focal spot was measured to be 11 µm with a CCD camera,
with a Rayleigh length of 0.75 mm. The pulse energy was measured with a power meter, and the
pulse duration was estimated from the duration measurement of the 1030 nm beam (130 fs). The
frequency doubling in the 1 mm BBO shortens the 130 fs pulse only by 10-15%. These elements
lead us to an estimate intensity of ∼ 4 × 1013 W/cm2, high enough to create a plasma and to
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. The 130fs - 40 µJ - 500 kHz pulses @ 1030 nm are
sent into a 1 mm thick BBO crystal to provide 10 µJ - 500 kHz pulses at 515 nm. The green
beam is expanded in a 2.66 × telescope and focused by a 25 cm lens into a vacuum chamber,
where it interacts with a gas jet. The laser is intense enough to create a plasma and generate
HHG. The fluorescence of the plasma is imaged with a 20 cm magnifying lens and a set of
camera lenses onto a CCD sensor. In the actual experimental setup, the nozzle is vertical
and the imaging system is set on a horizontal plane, orthogonal to the gas jet direction. This
imaging allows us to measure the distance d from the nozzle, the length l (FWHM) and the
brightness B of the plasma. The HHG spectrum is measured simultaneously by a flat field
XUV spectrometer.

generate high order harmonics. The gas jet was produced by a 250 µm nozzle supplied by Ar
with a controlled backing pressure between 0.5 and 8 bars. A maximum residual pressure of few
10−1 mbar was insured in the generating chamber by a double stage roots-primary pump ADS
602P (Adixen) with a pumping speed of 600 m3/h. In order to prevent reabsorption, a differential
pumping tube was placed close to the laser focus, connecting the generating chamber to a second
vacuum chamber pumped by a turbomolecular pump, with a maximum residual pressure of 5 ×
10−6 mbar. The XUV radiation was analyzed by a flat field XUV spectrometer, consisting of
a 1200 grooves/mm holographic cylindrical grating with variable groove spacing (Shimadzu)
and a set of dual micro-channel plates coupled to a P46 phosphor screen (Hamamatsu). A 12-bit
cooled CCD camera (PCO) recorded the spatially-resolved harmonic spectrum. The fundamental
laser beam was rejected out of the spectrometer by a dielectric D-shaped mirror.
The interaction between the laser and the gas jet creates a shining plasma. This fluorescence

was collected by a f =20 cm, 1 inch lens and imaged through camera lenses on an 8-bit CCD
camera with a mounted adaptive lens. The two lenses act as a far-field microscope. A high reflecty
515 nm dielectric 0◦ mirror was used to eject light at the fundamental laser wavelength.
This simple imaging system allows us to measure three parameters :

a) The distance d between the nozzle and the focus of the laser, thanks to our imaging geometry,
b) The length (FWHM) of the plasma l, extracted from a fit of its longitudinal profile,
c) The brightness of the plasma B, defined as the peak intensity of the plasma image.

As explained below, we will use these parameters to measure the absolute density profile of
the gas jet.
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Fig. 2. (a) Plasma brightness as a function of the static Ar density in the closed vacuum
chamber. Experimental points (blue) and linear fit (red). (b) Absolute density map of the gas
jet produced by a 250 µm nozzle backed with 2 bars of Ar. (c) Peak pressure at different
distance of the gas jet, with an exponential decay fit with a characteristic length of 260 µm.
(d) Width of the density profile at different distance of the gas jet, with a linear fit with a
slope of 0.22 .

3. Absolute density profile of the gas jet

The brightness B of the plasma depends on the laser intensity as well as on the gas density
distribution. In order to extract the latter, we used a calibration procedure. We kept the same laser
parameters, stopped the pumping by closing the chamber with vacuum valves, and filled in the
generating chamber with a static density of argon. The static density of argon was measured with
a membrane gauge giving the absolute pressure in the 1-1000 mbar range i.e. in the ∼ 2.5-2500
1016 cm−3 range. We measured the plasma brightness as a function of the argon density (Fig.
2(a)). The brightness increases linearly as the density increases until 500 1016 cm−3. This means
that B can be used as a direct measurement of the local density in this range.

As the density further increases, the brightness saturates. At 500 1016 cm−3, the typical collision
time for a excited state of Ar at 300 K is about 5 ns, which is also the typical fluorescence time.
The limitation of the linearity around 500 1016 cm−3 is thus due to the lifetime shortening of the
radiative excited Ar states caused by inelastic collision, already observed for XUV emission from
Rydberg states [28].
To retrieve the length of a gas jet from the plasma profile, it is necessary to disentangle the

contribution from the longitudinal laser intensity profile and from the density profile of the gas
jet. To do so, we calibrate the laser contribution by measuring the length of the plasma created
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with the constant gas distribution, i.e. with the vacuum chamber filled by a static argon density.
We obtain a gaussian profile with a 1.0 mm FWHM length. All the plasma profiles measured in
the gas jet will be divided by this reference distribution to calibrate out the influence of the laser
intensity variation and retrieve the gas jet profile. Note that since our gas jet is much shorter than
the Rayleigh length, this correction only has a weak influence.

Next we pump down the chamber and back the jet with 2 bars of argon. The plasma fluorescence
is imaged for different distances between the nozzle and the laser, from 120 µm to 700 µm by
15 steps. Note that this distance is accurately determined from the images and can be precisely
tuned by moving the nozzle with a picomotor. At each distance from the nozzle d, we measure
the plasma transverse profile, from which we extract the gas jet length l and the brightness B. We
convert B to local density using the calibration of Fig. 2(a), to obtain the density profile of the
gas jet shown in Fig. 2(b). The density decreases exponentially with the distance d with a typical
length in 1/e of 260 µm as shown in Fig. 2(c). The transverse profile is typically a gaussian with a
width (FWHM) that increases also linearly with the distance d. The gaussian profile of the atomic
density at a fixed d and the exponential decay of the peak density are typical of effusive gas
jets [18,19]. However, the slow linear growth of the transverse profile is different from a standard
model with a freely expanding, low-viscosity fluid for a spatially constant temperature gas, where
the transverse profile is independent of d [19]. This means that we are in an intermediate regime
between an effusive and a supersonic expansion.

Our measurement technique is conceptually close to the fluorescence technique reported in [22]
but it uses the same laser to generate harmonics and to retrieve the density profile, and thus
allows to measure the gas jet length and density in real time during HHG experiments. One main
advantage of our method is that the signal is quite simple to measure. It is a all-optical technique
in the visible range without needing interferometric stability or special image treatment. It is
also shown to be very precise for low density gas jet, which can be problematic with standard
interferometric measurements. On the other hand, our method has an issue to measure directly
high gas density because the brightness saturates at 500 1016 cm−3. However, this limitation was
not problematic for our study as we get our main results under this limit.It would be still possible
to measure indirectly higher density by extrapolating the measurements at lower backing pressure
scaled linearly with the backing pressure (the linearity between the local density and the backing
pressure was observed in previous studies [18, 20])

4. High order harmonic in a fully characterized gas jet

To enlighten the full potential of this technique, we carried out a study of the high-order harmonic
emission while monitoring the density and length of the generating medium. Our typical spectrum
is made of the harmonics 7, 9 and 11 of the 515 nm, mainly dominated by H9 with a contrast
of 1 : 12 : 2. The evolution of the harmonic flux as a function of the medium peak density is
shown in Fig. 3(a). We recorded five sets of measurements at different distances from the nozzle
exit, from 120 to 600 µm, and measured medium lengths from 330 to 470 µm. For each scan we
varied the backing pressure from 0.5 to 8 bar, and extracted the gas jet density from the plasma
brightness calibration. The photon flux was obtained with a calibrated XUV photodiode protected
by a 156 nm Al filter. The background signal in the absence of generating gas was checked to
be zero, indicating that the fundamental radiation was properly blocked by the filter. The XUV
transmission of the Al filter was measured and taken into account to retrieve the photon flux of
harmonic available for XUV experiments.

For every distance d from the nozzle, we first observe a fast growth of the high-order harmonic
signal with gas density before reaching a saturation followed by a decay. As the medium length
increases, the maximum of the HHG signal is reached for lower densities.
According to the analytical formula of [7], the saturation and decay of the HHG flux can

have two origins : destructive interferences between the different emitters in the gas or a strong
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Fig. 3. (a) Harmonic flux as a function of density at different distances from the nozzle. (b)
Harmonic flux as a function of length-density product. Circles are the measurements points
and the lines a spline smoothing as a guide to the eyes.

reabsorption. Additional processes, not taken into account in the formula, may also play a role,
for instance laser defocusing due to the increase of the electron density leading to a transient
phase matching which requires numerical model [29, 30]. We will show that our measurement
technique enables assigning the decay of the harmonic signal to XUV reabsorption.

The plasma imaging provides the medium length for each point of Fig.3(a). It is then possible
to plot the harmonic flux as a function of the length-density product (Fig. 3(b) ). The results
show that all the curves reach their maxima at the same length-density product of 1.2 1015 cm−2.
The length-density product is intrinsically related to the quantity of emitters N in the volume.
Assuming a cylindrical volume of emission, N = V · d = S · l · D, with V the volume of the
emitters, S the surface dependent on the waist and intensity of the laser, l the length of the medium
and D the atom density. The fact that we observe a maximum signal for a fixed length-density
product means that there is a total number of emitters that optimizes the signal, independently
of the medium length. We are sure that we are not limited by the longitudinal variation of the
intensity along the medium as our confocal parameters (1.5 mm) is much higher than the medium
length.
The measurement of the absolute density profile enables the quantitative analysis of the

generating conditions through the determination of the three important quantities characterizing
the process: the coherence length, the absorption length, and the medium length (equations for
the calculation of the coherence length could be find in [9] for instance). The phase mismatch
associated to the dispersion of the neutral gas can be calculated using the medium density profile,
and refraction indexes from the CXRO database [31]. Since maximum laser intensity of ∼ 4 ×
1013 W/cm2 is used in our experiment, dispersion from electron density can be neglected (weak
ionization of Ar estimated at 4 10−6 from ADK calculation far from the critical ionization fraction
at of 5 % [32]). The atomic dipole phase in HHG also plays a negligible role since only short
trajectories contribute here in the high-order harmonic signal, as indicated by the narrow spatial
and spectral profile of the harmonics. The phase mismatch induced by the geometric focusing of
the driving beam (Gouy phase shift) is calculated from the measured beam waist and Rayleigh
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Fig. 4. (a) Medium length, coherence length and absorption length measured at the optimum
harmonic signal for each distance from the nozzle. ( b) Evolution of the experimental and
theoretical optimum harmonic signal as a function of distance.

lengths. Finally, the XUV absorption length is deducted from the atom density measurement,
with an absorption cross section that is 3.6 × 10−15 cm2 for 57 nm wavelength (H9 of 515 nm).
Figure 4(a) shows the HHG characteristic lengths as a function of the distance from nozzle.
The double conditions for optimization of HHG is fulfilled: lcoh > 5labs and lmed > 3labs . We
also confirm that the coherence length is always higher than the medium length. Note that the
condition lmed > 3labs is equivalent to lmed · ρ · σ > 3 which relate explicitly the density-length
product to the cross-section. From our density length of 1.2 × 1015 cm2 maximizing the signal,
we have lmed · ρ · σ = 4.3. This emphasizes that one needs to find the good length product
depending on the cross-section.
Even if the harmonic signal always maximizes at the same length-density product, our

experiment shows that the maximum signal decreases when the laser is far from the nozzle (Fig.
3(b)). The evolution of the maximum signal as a function of the distance to nozzle is presented
in Fig. 4(b), together with the theoretical curve estimated from the formula in [7]. While the
theoretical signal remains constant as soon as the double condition is satisfied, the experimental
flux clearly decays. We attribute this decay to argon reabsorption effects in the vacuum chamber.
As the distance d between the laser focus and the nozzle is increased, the medium is longer but
the density decreases exponentially. In order to reach the appropriate length-density product, a
higher backing pressure is required, increasing the residual pressure in the HHG pressure up to
0.3 mbar. Even if we placed a differential pumping hole close to the interaction chamber, there
seems to be a significant reabsorption of the XUV. Indeed, the experimental data can be nicely
reproduced by correcting the theoretical curve by an absorption in exp(−σ · ηleak · Pback · lleak),
where ηleak=2.4 × 10−5 is a leak fraction from the backing pressure Pback which absorbs the
harmonics over a distance of lleak ∼ 10 cm. The leak fraction used for this calculation is consistent
with the dimensions of the differential pumping hole and the pumping capacities of our setup.

Our results prove that we can perfectly phase-match the HHG process for a given single-atom
response. Our conversion efficiency reaches the 10−7 level in argon and is only limited by the
atomic dipole response as we worked at quit low intensity. To improve the single-atom response,
an higher intensity would be needed, which would lead to higher ionization conditions. In this case,
our method would still work as long as there is no strong defocusing, which should be the case in
good phase-matching conditions. Note that in strong ionization conditions, the phase-matching
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process becomes a transient process, which evolves on a femtosecond timescale [29]. In that case
our method would only determine an average coherence length, but to the best of our knowledge
there is currently no other method available to achieve this.

5. Conclusion

We have developed a method allowing to map the absolute density profile of a gas jet, especially
well suited for high-order harmonic generation. This technique works even for low density gas
targets and is useful to gain deeper insight in HHG and to maximize the XUV photons flux.
We have applied the method to HHG by low energy femtosecond pulses in a tight focusing
configuration, and showed that it provides a way to determine the medium and coherence lengths
and to identify the limitation of our setup by reabsorption effects. When reabsorption effects are
low, i.e. when the nozzle is close to the laser focus, we obtain a conversion efficiency of 10−7

for the HHG process. This efficiency is limited by the intensity of the laser pulses, and could be
improved by increasing the laser power to work with higher energy pulses. The great advantages
of the technique presented here are its accuracy, its easy installation and calibration, and the
possibility to use it simultaneously with the high harmonic generation, allowing to optimize the
XUV flux in a controlled and reproducible manner.
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